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About the organization: Delhi Public School Nagpur, a proud member of the renowned Delhi Public School Society, stands as 

a symbol of progressive education and unwavering dedication to excellence. As part of a global network encompassing over 

200 schools, DPS Lava Nagpur is committed to providing a holistic education that fosters the all-around development of our 

students, touching on social, emotional, spiritual, cognitive, and physical aspects.

Vision of the organization: Our vision is to engage students in meaningful experiences; Equip them with 21st century skills: 

Nurture a growth mindset, curiosity and ambition; provide a safe & supportive environment where all are valued & thereby 

build a community of compassionate, creative articulate lifelong learners & responsible global citizens.

Team strength: 78

Student strength: 1080

Grades: PG to XII

Implementing the I CAN processes since 2023-24



Workshop
The training session was taken 

by the Principal and 
coordinators during the 

orientation session in the 
month of May-June 2023-24

Planning
With the help of Peer 

discussion the clarity of the 
process was assured and the 
groups were created for the 

demo sessions.

TRAINING
I CAN Process Training

Dry Run 
The teachers were divided into groups and were told to give demo for 

different processes that they were trained on.
Training

Training at RLC



IDENTITY CURRICULUM
Implementation

Image - context



IDENTITY CURRICULUM
Implementation



REFLECTION
Student Feedback



FEEDBACK 
Parent Feedback

Teacher Feedback A best tool where a students were able to identify their strengths and 
weaknesses. The student could work with their peers and teachers to 
improve on their weaknesses.



AGENDA SETTING
Implementation



REFLECTION
Student Feedback



FEEDBACK 
Parent Feedback

It really set the tone for the entire day. As each one was aware of what 
was expected of them. They were responsible for the smooth running 
of the class. It also helped the teacher in having a closer relationship 
with the students. They were able to share their learning and take 
aways at the end of the day. The teacher also made them comfortable 
in sharing their problems if there were some bridge or hurdles in their 
learning.

Teacher Feedback



BOARD PROTOCOL
Implementation



REFLECTION
Student Feedback



FEEDBACK 
Parent Feedback



IMPACT

Broad Protocol -  It is a very effective tool in a classroom setting. Having clear communication ensured that both 
teachers and students understood expectations, leading to a more fruitful learning environment. It also helped in 
ensuring that both teachers and students knew what to expect, creating a consistent atmosphere that supported 
effective learning. It also helped the students who missed their classes to go to the GC and check for the update.
Especially in lower classes even parents got a clear understanding of what was happening in our classes through 
regular pics of the board protocol in the Google Classroom.

Teacher Feedback



BUDDY INTERACTION
Implementation



IMPLEMENTATION
Context of the images



IMPLEMENTATION
Context of the images

Planning



REFLECTION
Student Feedback 

According to me buddy Interaction is good and pleasant. It 
allows us to interact with the smaller kids and it avoids bullying.



FEEDBACK 
Parent Feedback



IMPACT

Buddy interactions - It was a unique experience to observe how an older student hand holds his younger student 
to navigate through his academic endeavor. They also helped each other in developing social skills, being a role 
model and above all being friends. It also helped in tackling the problem of bullying.

Teacher Feedback



CONGLOM
Implementation



CONGLOM
Implementation



CONGLOM
Implementation



REFLECTION
Student Feedback 



FEEDBACK 
Parent Feedback



IMPACT

This really helped to have a closer relationship with the students. We could discuss any topic under the sun ranging 
from peer pressure, friendship, parents, seasons, music for older students, career choices, handling setbacks, 
expectations, importance of time management etc.  It really helped even the introverted students to open up. Many 
students even started volunteering to take the sessions. 

Teacher Feedback



Teacher Driven Observation Dry Run Demo

TEACHER DRIVEN OBSERVATION
Training



TEACHER DRIVEN OBSERVATION
Implementation



TEACHER DRIVEN OBSERVATION
Implementation



REFLECTION
Student Feedback 



FEEDBACK 
Leadership Feedback

This novel idea really contributed to building trust between educators. 
When teachers are involved in observation, it signals a collaborative 
approach. It helped in growing as an educator as irrespective of their 
subject they came and guided the teacher on the best teaching 
practices that they undertook to make the teaching learning process 
enjoyable. It also helped in understanding various dimensions of 
teaching.

Teacher Feedback
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